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During the fabrication of solid electrical insulation, small cavities known as micro
voids may form in the material. As electrical stress increases in this micro void, the
breakdown probability also increases. This type of electrical breakdown is commonly
known as partial discharge. Magnitudes of partial discharge currents are typically small
but enough to cause degradation of the electrical insulation. To study degradation for
fast-rise time voltage square pulse train, partial discharge measurement is needed.
In current studies, partial discharge pulse widths have been measured in the range
of nanoseconds. The best approach for measurement at ultra wide band frequencies is a
bridge type measurement system, to reduce external noise and improve sensitivity to PD
currents. The bridge configuration can be used with samples instead of one sample and
one coupling capacitor.

Identically created samples will have a close match for

impedance and frequency response. This type of bridge also helps to reduce other
sources of measured current such as the high displacement currents due to fast rise time
square pulse voltage on the samples.

Further improvement includes simultaneous measurements using a “linked”
bridge configuration, where bridges share a common sample. A directly connected
measurement current shunt should be used for high sensitivity with a uniform ultra wide
band frequency response. Post-measurement digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms
will perform the task of pulse discrimination and time delay from the pulse front.
This research presents a method to improve the measurement of partial discharge
when applied voltage is non-sinusoidal, with high frequency components.

The

improvements are apparent when square pulse voltage rise times are less than 50 ns.
Ultra wide band measurements of physical samples will be performed for short time
duration with a digital storage oscilloscope. A DSP algorithm is used to filter residual
noise from the partial discharge current. The presented measurement technique for
samples for this study is an original approach.

Sample results demonstrate the

effectiveness of the technique.
Key words: partial discharge, electrical insulation, square pulse voltage, signal processing
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Background
The manufacture of electrical insulation at any stage can introduce new physical
defects responsible for partial discharge (PD).

Several factors contribute to the

occurrence of PD. [1,2] Pollution from particulate matter such as dust particles may be
introduced into the electrical insulation. Small gas bubbles in solid insulation form
micro-voids and cavities. Defects in the electrical insulation also include incomplete
bonds in the molecular structure sometimes known as nano voids. [3] Physical stress
such as bending and twisting can result in de-lamination where the electrical insulation
separates from the wire surface. Defects in the wire surface result in points and cavities
where the electrical insulation covers the wire surface. When these defective regions are
exposed to increasing electrical stress, the probability of PD is increased. [4]
After many decades of research into partial discharge, well-established techniques
exist for the measurement and detection of partial discharge from electric field stress due
to AC voltage sources. The International standard IEC 60270 was drafted for industrial
measurement and diagnosis of partial discharge for ac voltages up to 400 Hz or dc
voltage. [2] After presenting the physical and electrical properties of partial discharge, it
is important to discuss the circuit connections for existing methods of partial discharge
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measurement. In partial discharge measurements, proper sample preparation is a highly
important issue for discussion.
Partial Discharge
In solid electrical insulation, partial discharge occurs when small gas bubbles
called micro voids are charged enough for a breakdown condition. Figure 1.1 presents an
illustration of a micro void in solid insulation along with the equivalent circuit for the
electrical insulation. [1,2]
A

A

C’b
C’a

Cb
C”a

Cc

Ca

C”b

Cc

B

ic(t)

B

(a) Electrical insulation with micro void

Rc

(b) Electrical circuit equivalent

Figure 1.1 Illustration of Partial Discharge in a Micro Void, adaptation from [1,2]
Electrical insulation has a simplified circuit equivalent of a capacitor. When a
micro void is present in a section of electrical insulation, it will appear electrically as
series capacitors. The micro void will become charged, and with enough charge will
break down. This breakdown in the cavity is partial discharge, releasing the energy into
the surrounding area of electrical insulation, accelerating the degradation process of the
electrical insulation.
When an AC voltage is applied to the insulation, the electric field stress due to the
AC voltage develops across the cavity of Figure 1.1(a). This charging voltage across the
2

void can become high enough for breakdown across the cavity. This is known as the
inception voltage that results in partial discharge, shown in Figure 1.2 [1]. Cavities
appear in the insulation with different shapes, volumes, and location. Therefore, this
inception voltage may be at different magnitudes with positive or negative polarity.
Furthermore, larger voltage magnitudes will increase counts of partial discharge pulses
during a fixed time interval of PD measurement.

Voltage

Vmax

V+
0
V-

Vmin

Current

time

0

time
Figure 1.2 Cavity Breakdown at Inception Voltages V+ and V-, adaptation from [1]
Standard PD Measurement Techniques
The partial discharge in the electrical insulation can be measured with the
appropriate type of coupled measurement probe. The most popular industrial style of
3

partial discharge measurement techniques are shown in Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4 [2].
The coupling device, which can be a current transformer or current shunt, measures the
partial discharge current. In Figure 1.3, the measurement is performed through the
coupling capacitor (Ck).

This configuration allows for measurement of the system

voltage at the same point of the PD current due to the device under test. This type of
connection is considered less sensitive compared to the more direct current measurement
technique shown in Figure 1.4.

Directly measuring the PD current can put the

measurement device at risk in the situation where the tested sample fails (full
breakdown). Any introduction of additional protection devices will reduce the sensitivity
of the measurement.
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Csample
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Device

Measurement
Instrument

Figure 1.3 Discharge Measurement at Coupling Capacitor Ck, adaptation from [2]
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Figure 1.4 Partial Discharge Measurement System Calibration, adaptation from [2]
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Visualization of PD Patterns
Patterns related to PD are well known over several decades. A number of partial
discharges will appear with a range of magnitudes shifted to phase angles from the
source. PD can be visualized in a 3-D pattern known as the φ-q-n pattern. [5] The
properties of PD (phase, charge magnitude, pulse count) are visualized on three axis of a
“waterfall” style surface plot shown by an example in Figure 1.5. [6] This shows a clear
advantage when compared to the same details provided in 2-D patterns, as shown in
Figure 1.6. [7]

Figure 1.5 3-D Plot of a Patrial Discharge Measurement using the φ-q-n Pattern [6]

5

Figure 1.6: 2-D Plot of a Partial Discharge Measurement using Dual Vertical Axis [7]
Industrial Application of PD Measurement
Originally, sources to electrical devices provided AC voltage at the power
frequency.

Standard PD measurement instrumentation only considers electrical

insulation under this low frequency condition, up to 400 Hz. Although the impulse
voltage is also a consideration of electrical insulation over many decades, this impulse is
of a low frequency bandwidth. As power electronic systems were advanced over the past
few decades, there was an apparent need to consider PD under pulse voltage conditions,
due to increased failure rates in electrical insulation. [3] Modern PD measurement and
analysis industrial equipment is mainly intended to operate with sinusoidal low frequency
sources. [2]
Accelerated Electrical Degradation
Life analysis was performed in other studies when the degradation of the
electrical insulation is accelerated under high frequency conditions [4]. The conditions
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that accelerated degradation included increased frequency of applied voltage pulses. It is
known that changes in a pulse voltage repetition rate can also change the patterns of PD
and therefore impact differently on the rate of degradation in the electrical
insulation [8,9].
More recent studies that involve observations due to PD include medium voltage
surges up to 1200 V with rise times as low as 120 ns [10]. The most direct approach for
PD detection is through measurement of current into the sample and discriminating PD
pulses from noise sources.

As the emissions from PD cover a wide bandwidth, a

measurement bandwidth in the hundreds of megahertz is required. Although the PD can
be observed at low frequencies, time-delay localization is possible to determine from
frequencies well above the pulse voltage frequency.
Problem Statement
With the advent of power electronics increasing the electrical stress on the
electrical insulation system, there is a distinct need to evaluate the performance
parameters [8].

A popular method of testing insulation quality is the use of PD

measurements [1]. Currently used PD measurement techniques are well suited for lower
frequency power sources. When power electronics are utilized, the harmonics of periodic
square pulses additionally stress the electrical insulation. A method should be developed
to evaluate PD when a high frequency square pulse voltage train is applied to the
electrical insulation.
Traditional machine design requires a source voltage waveform, either DC or
sinusoidal AC at some single frequency known as the power frequency.
7

The

development of power electronics allows for more complex waveforms using a pulse
voltage. Through higher frequency pulses, any type of lower frequency waveform can be
provided through the use higher frequency pulse voltage, such as the example shown in
Figure 1.7. [11] Demodulation is simply achieved by using a low-pass filter, which
happens to be similar to the frequency characteristic of very long transmission lines and
apparatuses such as machines and power transformers.

Figure 1.7 A 60 Hz Sine Wave Modulated using Pulse Width Modulation [11]
Periodic square pulse voltage, as shown in Figure 1.8, consists of a fundamental
frequency (based on the pulse rate) and upper harmonics based on the rise and fall time of
the pulse. Other factors include duty cycle, which regulate the DC offset or constant
charge in the electrical insulation. The duty cycle is the ratio of the pulse duration to the
duration of a full cycle. A duty cycle closer to 100% will result in a DC offset at the peak
8

voltage of the pulse. A duty cycle close to 0% will result in a DC offset at the minimum
voltage of the pulse.
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Figure 1.8 A 40 kHz Fundamental Sine Wave Compared to Square Pulses, 25% and
50% Duty Cycle
Although the rate of pulses may be of a frequency such as 40 kHz, the fast
rise/fall time of a square pulse as shown in Figure 1.9 results in significant frequency
harmonics into the megahertz band.

There is a well-known approximation for the

bandwidth related to pulse rise time.
.

3
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.
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Figure 1.9 Factors that Define Shape of the Square Pulse Waveforms
While power electronics bring a new level of flexibility into power systems, the
effects of PD are understood to be present. The exact magnitude and location of PD in
electrical insulations is not known. Research is showing evidence of PD at ultra-high
frequencies by identifying PD-related voltage pulses. Additional research shows PD on
the insulation surface using photo-multiplier techniques, purely a line-of-sight type of
measurement. [10] There is not yet any calibration or quantification of charge in modern
ultra-high frequency PD observations.
Precise measurement of PD is a difficult problem. The factors that cause PD
include molecular structure of the electrical insulation, manufacture process of the wire
and electrical insulation coating or wrapping, and physical construction of the electrical
apparatus or test sample. PD pulses for gas voids have a steep rise (sub-nanosecond) and
short width (typically <10 ns). This shape and bandwidth is based on the size and density
of the charge trap, and the electrical properties of the material that the discharge energy
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must propagate through. Finally, the PD energy may be very close to the electrical noise
level of the physical environment.
Digital measurement and processing of PD in the 1 GHz band is difficult from the
electromagnetic compatibility point of view.

PD signals at 1 GHz do not easily

propagate from the source of PD to the measurement hardware without proper design
considerations. The hardware design of a digital partial discharge measurement system
should be tightly coupled to the pulse source and tested samples. This hardware design
also provides the necessary parameters for the proper development of PD detection and
analysis software algorithms.
In small samples with ultra high frequency measurements, a high voltage pulse
source may introduce a significant noise level compared to the PD in the pico-Coulomb
range.

Thus, it is necessary to construct a measurement environment with proper

impedance balance and shielding. All connections and components must be compatible
to the desired measurement frequency bandwidth. [12,13,14,15]
The best approach for measurement at ultra wide band frequencies is a bridge
type measurement system, to reduce external noise and improve sensitivity to PD
currents. The bridge configuration can be used with samples instead of one sample and
one coupling capacitor.

Identically created samples will have a close match for

impedance and frequency response. This type of bridge can also help to reduce the high
displacement current

that would “wash out” PD current measurements

on digital storage instrumentation.
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This PD measurement technique is constructed as a bridge. The construction of
the bridge will use several test samples and a single control sample. Measurements
between each of the test samples will provide the ability to discriminate the source of the
PD from a particular sample. Signal processing techniques will be used to separate the
PD currents from the test samples.
Calibration for measurement is another important consideration.

Measured

characteristics of PD are expected to be performed at a high frequency. The calibrator
frequency bandwidth should appropriately match the intended frequency spectra of the
PD measurement system. Furthermore application of calibrator pulses should match the
sample measurement configuration, in order to avoid common mode coupling and
attenuation of the pulses. The instrumentation probes must be certified calibrated, due to
a lack of available standard capacitor at this frequency range and small capacitance,
which should on the order of 1 pF. Most modern high voltage standard capacitors are
rated for a frequency range of 20 kHz to 500 kHz with values of 100 pF or 1000 pF.
Objectives
The presented study covers several aspects of electrical engineering in order to
accomplish the goals set forth.

While the method described requires advanced

knowledge of instrumentation, the application of ultra high frequency measurements
requires a good working knowledge of the coupling from the instrument to the sample.
Most important of all, an understanding of high voltage insulation systems is required in
order to develop a commercially viable measurement technique.
From these issues, the following objectives are required for the study:
12

•

Preliminary research
o Study previous studies on related topics.
o SPICE simulation of the proposed measurement system.

•

Equipment selection
o Selection of appropriate square pulse generator capable of 50 ns rise time.
o Selection of appropriate hardware components.

•

Hardware design and construction
o The coupling system, allowing for good high bandwidth connections.
o A high frequency shunt for measurement of the PD currents.
o The shielding system for effective attenuation of external noise sources.

•

Measurements
o Calibration procedures to find the system frequency characteristics.
o Simulate PD current pulses with a high speed pulse generator
o Actual PD on twisted pair samples.

•

Signal processing algorithm development and implementation
o Implementation of algorithm design in Matlab
o Development of optimized algorithm, for high speed processing
o Visualization of results

Motivation
Pulse voltages in power systems are growing in applications. The impact of pulse
voltage on dielectrics and electrical insulation has become a popular topic of study.
Standardization of PD measurement with a pulse voltage source is a topic of heated
debate. Continuing study of PD for pulse voltages is highly important. Several factors
drive the motivation to develop a new method of PD measurement for square pulse
voltages:
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•

Keeping pace with research in dielectrics and insulation, measurement of PD
for applied square pulse voltage.

•

It is clear higher frequency sources will accelerate the degradation of
electrical insulation.

•

It is clear pulse voltages will increase the acceleration of degradation of
electrical insulation.

•

More traditional estimates of apparent charge based on low bandwidth PD
measurement are misleading where the PD is influenced by much higher
frequency sources.

•

When applied square pulse voltages are into the kilo-Hertz range, long-term
measurement of continuous pulse trains extending over hundreds of hours
cannot be performed with oscilloscopes.

•

There are no commercially available devices that provide extended-time
measurements of PD, apparent charge, for applied high-speed, high voltage
square pulses.

•

Current research related to PD at high frequency does not quantify apparent
charge, but instead only measures voltage or light intensity.

•

The direct relationship for PD magnitudes at ultra high frequencies and
accelerated degradation is not known, until instrumentation is available to
study the problem.

These factors can be addressed by the development of a method to measure and
analyze PD with connected sources that supply pulse voltages with fast rise times.
Contribution through this Ph.D. Dissertation
The original contribution of this research is the method to measure PD for an
applied steep rise square pulse voltage. The approach is unique compared to other PD
measurement techniques:
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A new and original method for the evaluation of PD due to 50 ns rise time
square voltage pulse train.



Simulation of pulse voltage and PD with a SPICE circuit to develop the
problem statement.



Development of a 3-sample measurement coupling system.



Development of a high speed wavelets-based signal processing technique that
estimates phase-location and magnitude of PD pulses



Development of an algorithm for application in a software-defined ultra high
frequency PD measurement platform.



Method of calibration that will characterize the measurement system for a
bandwidth of 600 MHz for determination of PD magnitude.



Shielding system for low-noise, balanced, ultra-high frequency PD
measurements from twisted wire samples.



Integration of a prototype system capable of measuring PD at high
temperatures over long periods (several hours).

Summary of Presentation
The sensitivity, accuracy, and reliability can be improved. Further improvement
includes simultaneous measurements using a “linked” bridge configuration, where
bridges share a common sample. A directly connected measurement current shunt should
be used for high sensitivity with a uniform ultra wide band frequency response. Postmeasurement digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms will perform the task of pulse
discrimination and time delay from the pulse front.
A new and original method is presented in this research to improve the
measurement of PD when applied voltage is non-sinusoidal, such as the square wave
shape, with high frequency components. The improvements are apparent when square
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wave shape voltage rise times are less than 50 ns. A pulse generator is used to generate
unipolar square pulse voltages up to 1500 V magnitude and 10 kHz pulse frequency.
Using a digital storage oscilloscope, ultra wide band measurements of 1 GHz will be
performed for a time duration of 1 ms. At 10 kHz pulse frequency, a total pulse train of
10 pulses is recorded. The DSP algorithm will filter any measured residual noise from
the PD current.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Scope
PD measurement is a topic of high interest in the study of electrical insulation and
how it relates to insulation quality and lifetime of the insulation. A plethora of journal
articles related to this topic date back many decades, and have appeared in IEEE
Transactions on Dielectrics and Electrical Insulation, IEEE Transactions on
Instrumentation and Measurement, and IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics along
with many other IEEE Transactions. After considering the included sub-topics related to
this area, the number of publications is countless. For this proposal, recent publications
that span the topic and directly related sub-topics are chosen for review.
Signal Processing

Wavelet Transform Algorithms
The paper is titled, “Algorithm 735; Wavelet transform algorithms for finiteduration discrete-time signals.” [16]
Taswell presents algorithm layouts for the implementation of the wavelet
transform. The wavelet transform is not very complex in the algorithms needed, but most
authors do not explain the mechanics of operations needed to achieve the transform. He
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also discusses a major issue of the transform, clear evidence of error at the ends of the
transform domain (end-effects). Several algorithms are presented to deal with this issue.
Basically, the wavelet transform is an iterative process that separates a signal into
a high frequency details (
approximations (

) and low frequency approximations (

). The first set of
1

) is the input signal and the number of iterations

J represents

the wavelet depth for the transform. The transform results in a transform vector shown in
equation 2.2.
·

·

;

(2.1)

(2.2)

The filter matrices are defined by the coefficients of additional functions. The
high pass filter matrix (

) is constructed from a filter vector (

coefficients of the wavelet function (

) defined by the

). The low pass filter matrix ( ) is constructed

from a filter vector ( ) defined by the coefficients of the scaling function (

). On an

iteration of j, after the high pass and low pass filtering, there is a down-sample operation
which means reconstruction requires an up-sample operation that Taswell refers as
dilation. The inverse transform is performed by reconstructing back to

through

the iterations of equation 2.3.
T

T

·
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·

(2.3)

The algorithms presented by Taswell are well-suited for implementation in
Matlab. His toolbox is widely used by other researchers. In this publication he presents
algorithms in pseudo-code form. The algorithms presented are:
•

Discrete-time wavelet transform (split)

•

Inverse discrete-time wavelet transform (merge)

•

Vector filter math operations to reduce memory requirements (fvecmat)

•

Derive wavelet filter vector h and time reversed filters from scaling vector l (l2h)

•

Down-sample operation (comp)

•

Up-sample operation (dila)

•

Convolution and combinations (conv, convcomp, dilaconv)

•

Wavelet transform depth and length (wtdl)

•

Truncated matrix filters (tmf) or vector filters (tvf)

•

Circulant matrix filters (cmf) or vector filters (cvf)

•

Extended matrix filters (emf) or vector filters (evf)

Wavelet Maxima Modulus
The paper is titled, “Simple algorithm for wavelet maxima modulus extraction in
time-scale representations.” [17]
T. Le-Tien et al. derive from the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) a waveletsbased method for maxima modulus extraction. One important point is this method
provides a time-scale representation which is critical for the determination of periodphase localization of PD signals.
The paper starts with the relationship of wavelets to the signal as shown in
equation 2.4. Then equation 2.5 is presented as h0 is orthogonal to Rf. Further derivation
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of the CWT and considering the Fourier transform of the mother wavelet, the expression
in terms of the Taylor formula is reached in equation 2.6.
,
| ,
,

(2.4)
|

(2.5)

∑

Φ

,

(2.6)

Consider the wavelet ψ(t) localized near ξ = ω0 in the frequency domain, then the
CWT modulus is localized.
Matrix M is the modulus-matrix with P rows (scales) and Q columns (time). The
paper presents the wavelet maxima modulus matrix shown in equation 2.7.

This

compactly represents the energy distribution of the signal.
1,
1,

,

,
,

(2.7)

0
Feature Extraction from Wavelets
The paper is titled, “Feature extraction from wavelet coefficients for pattern
recognition tasks.” [18]
Pittner and Kamarthi present a method using wavelet decomposition to extract
features from multiple signals. There are some parallels between their work and this
research proposal and thus merit some discussion on their technique. Although they are
working with different sensor types in more physical measurements (pressure and sound),
the discussion on their feature extraction technique is good.
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The paper proposes a new clustering technique that will utilize a set of process
signals s, transformed into wavelet coefficient matrices. The coefficient lengths decrease,
so the matrix columns must have zero-padding for the respective rows of shorter lengths.
The disjoint clusters U1, U2, …, Uc will each have a single robust feature ui (1, 2, ..., c).
These robust features can be used by the classifier system such as a neural network.
The technique in this paper is particularly interesting for PD measurements. It is
well known that the φ-q-n pattern is developed due to the statistical nature of PD, when
shape of PD can actually be discussed. This means detection of true PD depends on the
statistical nature of the occurrence, which requires recording over several cycles. But the
shape (φ-q-n pattern) of PD cannot be known without first observing true PD. It is very
possible, especially for narrow-band measurements, to encounter too many false positives
and skew the results of the measurement. Traditionally, methods to avoid these problems
include windowing the measurement, setting a noise floor, and elimination of commonmode coupling.
This method would be very useful in the identification of true PD by the statistical
nature of the breakdown mechanism encountered in a micro-void. Using the features
from this technique, location and magnitude of the PD can also be detected, and counted
to develop the φ-q-n pattern.
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Ultra-Wideband Discharge Measurement

High-Speed Partial Discharge Diagnostic System
The paper is titled, “The design and application of a novel high-speed PD
diagnostic system.” [13]
This paper is actually dated, but is a good historical account of recent
developments in PD measurement, and the small pulse width of PD even in large power
and high voltage components. Bilodeau [et al] present an instrument design referred to as
a fast discharge detector (FDD). Note this instrument is designed for voltage source at
60 Hz ac. They point out many modern PD detectors operating at a lower bandwidth
(20 kHz to 500 kHz) may not detect these small PD pulses or mis-interpret the magnitude
and phase of the pulse.
The FDD presented consists of components familiar to a PD measurement system.
A high voltage transformer fed by an autotransformer, the high voltage test object, a
device to inject calibrator pulses, and PD detection system. The PD detection system is a
combination of a type of pulse detector system and a storage oscilloscope. The MultiChannel Analyzer (MCA) uses a pulse shaping amplifier that detects steep rise pulses
which are essentially down-converted for the MCA to process.

The link

http://www.canberra.com/products/635.asp shows a more recent MCA offered by
Canberra based on DSP technology.
This FDD system was proven to have a sensitivity of 6 ± 2 pC for test specimen
impedances from several pF to approximately 10 nF. PD was recorded with rise time of
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4 ± 1 ns and temporal resolution of 100 ns. These are very good numbers for the date of
the publication. The paper further concludes: [13]
“adoption of a new PD signal amplifier that has a higher gain (~60 dB)
and lower noise figure (< 20 dB mV) than the present unit, and
“improvement of the grounding and shielding of the FDD circuitry by
enclosing the entire system within a screen room, using shielded signal
cable and reducing the stray capacitance of the Derivative Mode Power
Separation Filter through field grading techniques.
When these two issues are considered, the quality of the measurements could be
improved by lowering noise levels in the measurement system.

Ultra-wideband Partial Discharge Detectors
The paper is titled, “Practical Implementation of Ultrawideband Partial Discharge
Detectors.” [12]
Stone et al. present a method of detecting the ultra-wide band (UWB)
characteristics of PD pulses. One fact stated in this paper from 1992 is the industryaccepted PD measurement techniques are virtually unchanged for three decades, now is
virtually unchanged well into four decades. However, it is well known and stated in
several studies that a PD pulse can have a sub-nanosecond rise time and a pulse width of
only a few nanoseconds. Still, industry-standard instruments are used with a detection
system bandwidth of only a few hundred kilohertz while true PD bandwidth is more on
the order of 1 GHz.
The paper proposes a technique to measure PD with an ultra-wide band detector.
Fundamentally, this detector presented uses a “time-of-flight” technique that eliminates
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lower frequency noise sources and captures a high frequency pulse due to propagation
time of the pulse. Sensitivity of PD detection is claimed to be on the order of 0.01 pC.
The paper mentions for some apparatuses which are compact in size, the time-offlight coupling does not work well as electrical lengths are too small and the pulses do
not separate.

This problem is solved by referencing another paper that describes

directional coupling from a Static Slot Coupler (SSC). Directional coupling is a well
known technique in communication systems, but has only recently found useful
application in power systems.
Off-line vs. on-line testing is also discussed.

Due to the harsh and noisy

environment, PD testing on-line is very difficult. Low voltage devices must be well
protected and isolated from the noise and high transients of a large power apparatus. Offline testing may not reveal the true operating condition of a power apparatus as the
loading and on-line operation is generally possible to duplicate in a laboratory
environment. While this fact does not preclude laboratory testing and qualification of
power apparatus, the need for on-line monitoring of PD is desirable.

Measurement of Very-Fast-Voltage Rise
The paper is titled, “Measurement of Very-Fast-Voltage Rise Curve Due to Gap
Discharge Using Coupled Transmission Lines in Distributed Constant System.” [14]
Kawamata and Haga present a short and interesting paper related to discharge
measurement. The goal of this paper is the simulation of very fast rise transients due to
the concern of Electromagnetic Interference (EMI), but it does have some parallels to PD
measurement. The measurement setup includes a long length of cable intended to avoid
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reflection by time-of-flight. Just as in the SSC probe, this experiment uses directional
coupling for measurement.

The coaxial electrode design parameters are chosen to

account for impedance matching to the cable. The bandwidth for measurement system in
this paper is 100 MHz to 2 GHz using an HP778D directional coupler connected to an
HP54121T oscilloscope. The source voltage is 510 V and 800 V dc, for the condition of
stability in air from Paschen’s Law.
Response of the system is determined by application of a pulse with 35 ps rise
time, showing a flat response from 50 MHz to nearly 5 GHz. This basically shows the
system setup has an effective bandwidth limited by the directional coupler. Measured
pulse shapes were very similar for slightly different applied voltage magnitudes. Typical
measured pulse rise times were averaged from 10 consecutive measurements and were
found to be in the range of 90 ps to 260 ps. The faster rise times were found for the lower
voltage magnitude.

Space Charge and Partial Discharge Activity
The paper is titled, “Relation Between Space Charge Accumulation and Partial
Discharge Activity in Enameled Wires Under PWM-like Voltage Waveforms.” [19]
Fabiani et al. discuss the role of power electronics in adjustable speed drives
(ASD) and the impact on the insulation. Some interesting points of discussion include
source generator selection, the distribution of space charge and insulation charge traps,
and comparison of PD measurements for different waveforms.
The paper introduces the issues pertaining to switching speeds in power
converters and the related harmonics from such devices. One interesting mention is the
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compensation systems typically used to reduce the lower frequency harmonics tend to
increase the higher frequency harmonics. This increase can induce or amplify the PD
effects of insulation systems, thus increasing the rate of degradation for the insulation.
New types of insulation material have been introduced that are considered corona
resistant in order to offset the costs of otherwise using sophisticated power filtering
systems.
The IEC 62068 standard is quoted to mention study of simple insulation
configurations (such as twisted wire). The standard is quoted to accept the use of simple
waveforms such as square and triangular, bipolar (+Vmax, -Vmin) or unipolar (+Vmax, 0 V).
Square pulse voltage with 50% duty cycle is selected for study, with magnitudes up to
10 kV, for both bipolar and unipolar study. Slew rates are from 1 to 3 kV/µs and pulse
frequency was varied. Life tests were performed with and without PD applied to samples
in air and samples immersed in silicon oil to remove surface discharges.
One interesting aspect to this paper is the discussion of charge distribution and
measurements of the charge distribution using a pulsed electro-acoustic (PEA) method.
Profiles were measured and tabulated for polarization and depolarization characteristics
of different insulation types.
PD was measured under sinusoidal voltage and bipolar, unipolar square pulse
voltage.

The measurement system uses DSP techniques for the detection and

quantification of PD. The DSP techniques used included fuzzy set PD shape classifier
and statistical and fuzzy set tools for quantification. Samples were prepared as twisted
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wires and core windings. PD was measured at different levels, 1.5 × inception voltage
(PDIV) and 2 × PDIV.
PD inception voltage (PDIV) measured and recorded for the different types of
insulation materials shows a high correlation between material types and source voltages.
Due to the orthonormal nature of the selected waveforms and frequencies, it could be
consider PDIV is generally shown to be independent of frequency, with the exception of
possible hysteresis and other electro-mechanical effects for high loads.
A discussion is presented on the role of interface charge with derivations from
Maxwell’s equations, where the impact that PDIV is increased. Also in this discussion,
charge traps under unipolar pulse voltage show the same polarity as the injected electrode
(homocharge), which effectively decreases PDIV. Additional discussion includes the
PDIV and space charge features with regards to bipolar and unipolar square pulse
voltage. A physical explanation is provided for the reason unipolar PDIV is typically
twice the bipolar PDIV. It is concluded regardless of shape and frequency, PDIV is
directly related to the peak-to-peak voltage of the waveform.
Signal Processing of Partial Discharge Measurement

Denoising Techniques
The paper is titled, “Signal denoising techniques for partial discharge
measurements.” [20]
This is a very good summary paper on different techniques with a comparison of
the error and computational times for the algorithms. The traditional denoising technique
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involves an expert user fixing the noise floor in the measurement, then fixing window
sizes related to the expected magnitudes of PD that should occur for a particular power
apparatus. Modern denoising techniques are sophisticated and intelligent, even allowing
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to fall below 1. When SNR<1, this means the noise level
is actually higher than the signal level.

Techniques for signal denoising include

algorithms for Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Least
Mean Squares (LMS), Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filtering, Least Squares fitting,
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).
Although several algorithms show good performance, the author notes for real
acquired noisy PD data, the combination of notch filtering and wavelet-based denoising
showed the highest performance. The results for notch filters only used “sinusoidal
noise” which is a bit unusual, unless the PD measurements really only need to be taken
outside the frequency of the source voltage.

Vector Quantization Pattern Recognition
The paper is titled, “Fast match-based vector quantization partial discharge pulse
pattern recognition.” [21]
Abdel-Galil et al. presents a vector quantization method to classify PD pulse
patterns as an alternative solution for neural-network (NN) type of PD classification
systems. The focus is actually on the interpretation of the PD measurement in order to
estimate void size based on apparent charge and applied voltage. However, the algorithm
can be extended to include other properties that also contribute to measured PD such as
pollutants and surface discharges.
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First mentioned is the fact that PD pulse patterns tend to be “well-known” while
NN’s are best suited for extrapolation from “unexpected” measurements. The argument
is that the best feature of NN is not needed and difficult to optimize, while the vector
quantization approach is already well-matched to the classification problem.

The

proposed architecture is based on off-line training and on-line classification of PD pulses.
The quantization vector is matched in the codebook by using the Euclidean
distance and finding the minimum distortion index. The distortion index is defined as the
contributions of codebook elements only where those elements appear “close” to the
quantized vector.

Using a frequency vector representing the different classes of

phenomena, an ad-hoc approach is taken to determine the probability that a test pattern is
generated by a certain phenomenon.
Tests were performed using an industry-standard PD measurement setup. The test
was performed using two high density polyethylene sheets bonded together. Cylindrical
voids were simulated by drilling 2mm diameter holes in each of two layers, so that half of
the cylinder appears in each sheet. Cylinder lengths were 1 mm, 1.5 mm, and 2 mm.
Results may be improved by increasing the feature dimensions. This method can be used
as a front-end for Hidden Markov Model classifiers when the number of considered
classes becomes too many for this method.
In comparison to NN’s for scalability, this method does not require complete retraining when adding new classes. The algorithms shows promise to require fewer
computational cycles and provide a more reliable method for identification as compared
to NN’s. The test performed shows only 7% classification error.
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Fractal Dimension Pattern Recognition
The paper is titled, “Partial Discharge Image Recognition Using a New Group of
Features.” [22]
Li et al. present a method for the classification of PD patterns. This method
determines a feature set by determining the fractal dimension (FD) of a PD pattern. This
is due to the “nearly fractal” property of PD patterns. Although multifractals could be
determined, this method is simple and well suited with regards to the nature of a PD
pattern. Fractal dimension is determined by using a Differential Box Counting (DBC)
method. The DBC basically uses partitioning of the pattern into tall boxes based on
minimum and maximum values within the box. FD describes how this box shrinks such
that there are a minimum number of distinct copies.
The pattern is the φ-q-n pattern as previously discussed. It is sub-divided into
sub-images of

pixels. Scale

box (column) is size
image pixel

of the sub-image is

where

. Parameter

. Parameter

1. For each sub-image, a
is defined by the sub-

is the last box and parameter

is the

first box, considering the boxes (cubes) that fill the respective column start from 1.
The iterative portion of this algorithm comes in where the FD is extrapolated
using a linear least squares fit. Fundamentally, this algorithm based on counting is wellsuited for counted pulses of PD. The period of the source voltage cycle that defines the
PD pattern window can be divided into half-periods. The image is further divided into
regions of high counts and low counts. This sub-division of the original PD pattern now
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results in 4 regions, as discussed in the paper. Each sub-division is defined by a fractal
dimension (first 4 features). Derived features are then presented in the paper.
Testing was performed with artificial samples. Results of the tests were used to
create five classes of PD patterns. Results of the feature analysis are presented in the
paper; however a different visualization technique would better reveal the features.
Fractal dimension seemed to converge close to a maximum after a few hundred cycles of
PD measurement.
The resulting features were then analyzed with a Back-Propagation Neural
Network (BPNN) modeled with one hidden layer. The BPNN used was configuration
style M1-M2-M3 such as when using six features it would be 6-M2-5. M2 was adjusted for
different test conditions.

The best recognition results and BPNN configuration are

presented in the paper. When using all 17 features, a very reliable classification was
achieved.
Previous Work and Feasibility of Study
Based on literature review, development of measurement probes, and availability
of new technology, it should be feasible to measure PD during the fast rise time of a
square pulse train. Off-the-shelf commercial signal acquisition devices are available,
capable of high speed real-time digital signal processing. Various probes have been
developed that measure discharges at ultra wide band frequencies. Pattern recognition
techniques utilize well defined φ-q-n PD patterns in order to diagnose problems in the
electrical insulation. It is now necessary to find ways of improving the definition of PD
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patterns when the voltage slew rate is greatly increased to accommodate 50 ns rise time
of the square pulse train.
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CHAPTER 3
SIMULATION AND PROBLEM ANALYSIS
SPICE Simulation
In order to determine approximate operating parameters, some preliminary
research must be performed.

Published results in ultra-wideband PD measurements

reveal the expected pulse discharge shape and PD patterns for pulse voltages. Simulation
of partial discharge is an important first step in this process. Actual measurement is the
obvious goal, but “blind” construction of components is an ill-conceived approach to
instrumentation.
Simulation, early design parameters, and comparison of published results
comprise the preliminary results for this study. A SPICE simulation is presented using
real device components that include device characteristics with tolerances (5% to 10%).
This preliminary result validates the desired approach of the proposal to reduce noise
sources, including the common-mode coupling from the high

of the square pulse

fast rise time. The base approach to detect pulses and separate pulse occurrences is also
presented.
Additional preliminary results include an overview of the signal processing
algorithms based on a literature review. For modern instrumentation, computational
algorithms are an integral component of the entire system. When a measurement is
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taken, an analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) is performed which is utilized by digital
algorithms.

These algorithms will be part of a hardware layout using Field

Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). The source of the converted measurement must be
properly represented in the results of the computational algorithm.
Analog Measurement Simulation
The first step taken toward gaining preliminary results from observations of the
literature review is a simulation of the system’s analog portion. The simulation should
present the ability to observe PD that occurs in a single sample. The PD should not be
“washed out” by the high currents that occur on the steep front of the pulse. First level
simulation is also set up to verify previously documented configurations for PD
measurement. That is a 2-sample approach with measurement of the difference between
like samples. Common mode effects such as noise and high currents of the pulse steep
front are greatly reduced by this method of analog measurement.
The SPICE simulation, shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, can reveal useful
components necessary to achieve PD measurements for a sample. A square pulse train is
simulated with an independent voltage source that defines a pulse with 50 ns rise and fall
times, pulse width of 50 µs and cycle time of 100 µs. No PD simulation is performed on
the first sample, as it is a point of reference. The second sample is configured for PD
simulation using a simple voltage-controlled switch triggered by a randomized threshold
relative to the voltage across a 1 pF capacitor. Also the third sample is simulating PD
using a voltage-controlled switch in order to present a waveform from PD events at
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different samples. Measurement channel 1 is defined by the difference between Ch1+
and Ch- while channel 2 is defined by the difference between Ch2+ and Ch-.
.tran 0 275E-6 0 100E-12
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Figure 3.1 SPICE Simulation Circuit for 2-Channel PD Measurement Bridge
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Figure 3.2 SPICE Sub-circuit for PD Simulation
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B1

Simulation results, shown in Figures 3.3 to 3.5, show the simulation of the PD
pulse waveforms that can be used in the determination of PD phase and magnitude.
Measurement channel 1, based only from PD at sample 2, reveals the polarity change due
to rising and falling edges of the pulse train. Channel 1 shows negative PD pulses at the
square pulse train rising edge in Figure 3.4, and positive PD pulses at the falling edge in
Figure 3.5. As both samples 2 and 3 simulate PD, resulting in a channel 2 measurement
showing combined positive and negative PD pulses at the rising and falling edges of the
square pulse train. In order to create a more realistic waveform pattern as seen during
actual measurement, noise sources must be added. Furthermore, multiple PD sources and
transmission line models are required for the samples.
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Figure 3.3 Simulation of Pulse Source and Simulated PD Measurement Channels
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150.20µs

Measurement Sample Configuration
Preliminary results include a presentation of the method used to physically
connect the samples to the pulse source and measurement system.

The physical

connection should include Faraday enclosures to reduce the effect from external noise
sources. As measured PD pulse widths are expected to be as short as a few nanoseconds,
consideration of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) issues are required.
Preparation of samples is a critical consideration for the successful measurement
of PD during the application of 40 kHz square pulses with a 50 ns rise time. A set of
samples is defined as three individual but identical samples. For three samples, two
channels of the measurement system will be required. This configuration will allow for a
total of simultaneous six samples when a four channel measurement system is used.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the desired sample-to-measurement coupling.
The samples should be connected in a shielded enclosure, in electrically balanced
form. Furthermore, long lengths of coaxial cables will be connected to delay and thus
avoid measurement of most PD reflections that would otherwise appear due to the “open
ends” of the sample. The oscilloscope will be controlled through an HP-IB interface to a
computer.

Calibration and PD measurement processing will be performed by the

computer. In phase II, the PD measurement processing can be performed by high speed
specialized processing units contained in a high speed digital acquisition embedded
system.
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Figure 3.6 Sample Connection for High Frequency PD Measurement
Calibration
Calibration is to be performed while the samples are not energized with high
voltage. Otherwise actual PD may occur during calibration. The calibration system will
not be capable of withstanding the high voltages of the pulse source. It is necessary to
use the exact same calibrator pulse on each sample, so a specialized high voltage
connection system will be required to connect the calibrator to the test samples. The
connection system and calibrator load must be comparatively small; as the same principle
0.1 ·

should be followed for proper simulation of the PD pulse.

The calibration system connection shown in Figure 3.7 is designed to inject
calibrator pulses of known magnitudes into the individual samples separately. It is very
important to consider the shunt connection at the samples must be maintained. When
calibrator pulse is injected into sample 1, channel 1 will directly measure a pulse while
channel 2 will measure a “cross-coupled” pulse due to the fact a bridge will not be
perfectly matched. Likewise, a calibrator pulse on sample 3 will show a direct pulse
measured at channel 2 and the “cross-coupled” pulse at channel 1. When a calibrator
pulse is applied on sample 2, both channel 1 and channel 2 will measure a direct pulse.
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This measurement information provides pulses of known magnitude that will be used in
the signal processing algorithm that estimates PD magnitude, phase location, and source
sample from the two measurement channels.

Common
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Figure 3.7 Sample Connection for Calibration using Pulses of Known Magnitude
Digital Signal Processing
In all digital partial discharge measurement systems, the use of signal processing
algorithms is an integral part of the system. PD signals must be detected and measured
for magnitude and phase. A popular application of signal processing is a “finger-print”
approach that assists in the determination of the type of physical defect or configuration
that causes the measured PD. The most common “finger-print” approach is quite similar
to the statistical approach used in biological DNA analysis.
The presented study uses several techniques in signal processing to measure PD
using three samples. The algorithms used will first need to remove noise from the
measurements. Noise is any signal that is not identified as PD. White noise is removed
with a de-noise technique. Other signal sources that are not PD include harmonics of the
50 ns rise time square pulse voltage. Box seams and feed-through connections will also
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add noise to measurements.

Once the noise is separated and PD is detected, the

contributing sample must be identified. The PD must be quantified by phase, magnitude
and “counted” over several cycles. This counting of PD is processed for characterization
using fractal dimension features. These features are well suited for identification using a
fast-match vector quantization method [21] or a back-propagation neural network [22].
Noise sources that are not always common (correlation between channels):
•

Feed-through connections to one of the 3 samples

•

High frequency reflections that occur through the sample

•

Amplifier and A/D converter noise

•

Thermal noise

PD de-noising can be accomplished using the Discrete Wavelet Transform:
•

Taswell, McGill [16]

•

Mallet [23]

•

Thresholding [24]

PD feature extraction using:
•

Maxima Modulus [18]

•

Fast-match Vector Quantization [21]

•

Differential Box Counting (Fractal Dimension) [22]

Equipment Component Selection

Ultra High Frequency Signal Acquisition
In order to develop a prototype environment for PD measurement that occurs on
the samples when the source voltage waveform is a 10 kHz unipolar square pulse with a
50 ns rise time, the signal acquisition must be capable of recording a sufficiently long
pulse train. Furthermore the sample rate of the acquisition system must be sufficient to
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identify and localize the PD pulses from the high frequency harmonics of the square
pulse voltage. Therefore an oscilloscope from Tektronix, the DPO7104 was selected.
This oscilloscope provides the ability for testing and development of a prototype,
eventually to become a component of the prototype system. The memory is sufficient to
record 1 ms of samples at 10 GS/s. For a pulse generator source at 10 kHz, a pulse train
of 10 cycles may be recorded in a single acquisition frame. In order to support the bridge
configuration at sufficient bandwidth, the active probe was selected (quantity 2) for the 3sample configuration.

Medium Voltage Pulse Generator
The pulse generator must be capable of supplying unipolar square pulse voltage,
with a magnitude sufficient to induce PD on the samples of electrical insulation. The
square pulse voltage must have a fast rise time, no more than 50 ns. The pulse generator
selected for this research is the PVX-4440, produced by DEI Systems. The PVX-4440 is
capable of unipolar square pulse rates from 2 kHz to 20 kHz. Maximum pulse voltage
magnitude is 3500 V, also adequate to PD inception voltage at the tested sample.
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CHAPTER 4
HARDWARE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Measurement System
Connection of the system components, shown in Figure 4.1, was achieved to
provide a good match to the pulse train generator source impedance. The conceptual
definition of the measurement system was physically implemented shown in Figure 4.2.
The cable type used to connect the pulse generator is a high voltage coaxial cable, with
impedance characteristic that allows over 3.5 kV magnitude peak square pulse train.
Samples are connected as twisted pair wires into the coupling system. The acquisition
system was a DPO7104 Oscilloscope connected through 1 GHz difference probes.
Each individual sample was shielded with a 2.5 cm diameter copper pipe. Final
external shielding of the 3 pipe-shielded samples, the 1 GHz probes, and square pulse
voltage source connections were all shielded in an 8.5 cm diameter aluminum pipe, with
a length of 75 cm. The entire structure was upright on a stand, so the samples hang
suspended from the top of the structure. At the bottom of the structure, a feed-through
hole was provided in order to inject heat from a heat source, as this type of degradation
testing always involves application of high heat on the samples of electrical insulation.
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Figure 4.1 Conceptual Sample Connection for High Frequency PD Measurement

Figure 4.2 Shielded High Frequency Measurement System with Air Duct for Heat Flow
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Twisted Pair Samples
In order to develop a properly matched coupling system, the estimation of
impedance in the twisted pair samples must be given. The twisted pair sample at ultra
high frequencies may be viewed as a transmission line with characteristic impedance. In
fact, the configuration of the twisted pair is approximately one quarter wavelength long at
600 MHz (12.5 cm). As the conductors are close and twisted, capacitance will dominate
the characteristic impedance. If the dielectric coatings of the two wires are touching as in
Figure 4.3, the electrical stress shown in the highlighted region is increased.

This

increase in electrical stress will impact the characteristic impedance of the twisted pair.

Figure 4.3 Coated Wire Cross-Section Showing the Region where Discharges Occur on
the Surfaces of the Insulation
Considering the classical characteristic impedance formula of equation 4.1, and
equation 4.2 for per-unit-length capacitance, it becomes clear as this closed surface
integral approaches the region where the surfaces touch the electric field intensity
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becomes very large. In fact, the electric field intensity in theory approaches infinity.
Actual values of electric field intensity depend on many other variables and are more
complex to reach a solution.

(4.1)
where:
= the characteristic impedance (Ω)
= the transmission line inductance (H)
= the transmission line capacitance (F)
·

(4.2)

where:
= the per-unit-length capacitance (F/m)
= the dielectric permittivity (F/m)
= the electric field (V/m)
Φ

= potential between conductors of the twisted pair (V)

As the capacitance increases, the characteristic impedance in effect reaches a
“minimum” that can be approximated by the formula given in equation 4.3. [25]

√

· ln

·

(4.3)

where:
εr = relative dielectric permittivity of the wire coating (approx. 2.8 for polyimide)
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s = distance between conductors
d = diameter of the solid conductor
Considering conductors coated with a dielectric, of thickness

,

equation 4.3 will simplify to the form of equation 4.4.

· ln

√

·

·

(4.4)

And for polyimide insulation of heavy build, thickness 0.0034 mils, on a solid
conductor AWG 14, diameter 64.1 mils, the characteristic impedance will be
approximated to 56 Ω.
Finally, the capacitance of a sample can be approximated by equation 4.5 [25]

·

·

.
·

·

(4.5)

where:
= the length of the sample (cm)
= capacitance of the twisted pair sample (F)
And a sample of heavy-build polyimide on 14 AWG solid conductor wire, twisted
pair of length 12.5 cm, the capacitance would be approximately 12 pF.
Measurement System Coupling
A coupling system, shown in Figure 4.4, was designed to connect the square pulse
generator to the tested samples. Proper connection from the generator to the tested
samples will minimize the noise sources and maintain a proper withstand voltage for the
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protection of the measurement probes. The circuit-level design shown in Figure 4.5 is
quite simple; connect the generator to the samples and measurement probes.

Figure 4.4 Connection of the Pulse Generator and Measurement Probes to the Samples

Figure 4.5 Circuit Diagram of the Measurement System Coupling Device
The focus of the measurement coupling system is to minimize the length of the
pulse response of the system. If the pulse response is too long, the estimation of PD
phase location and magnitude is not feasible. In addition, it is important to define a
sample configuration for a close match of sample impedances, to reduce distortions from
dispersion and attenuation.

There are a few considerations; the samples are not

terminated (open stub). At 600 MHz, they appear approximately as 56 Ω, and at lower
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frequencies (for the pulse generator) a sample appears as a capacitive load that meets the
rating provided by the manufacturer of the square pulse generator.
The transmission line (RG62A/U), a coaxial cable with an air-space solid
polyethylene, has a characteristic impedance of 93 Ω. The board used for the circuit
layout, shown in Figure 4.6 is a double-sided copper clad board from Radio Shack, part#
276-1499. The copper plate is approximately 2 mils thick, and a board thickness is 60
mils. Using a trace width is 50 mils and an approximation for the dielectric constant of
the board, the characteristic impedance is approximately 77 Ω [26,27,28]. The PD
currents should be coupled through a shunt, which is a resistive element that couples the
ground currents through the sample.

Several considerations limit the value of this

resistance. A high resistance leads to slower source pulse voltage rise times, high noise
coupling, and shunt voltages that exceed the ratings of the measurement probe.
Resistance that is too small may result in shunt voltages from PD currents that are too
small to measure.
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Figure 4.6 Layout of the Measurement System Coupling Device, Top and Bottom
Ultra-High Frequency Shunt
The ultra-high frequency current shunt was originally designed to match the
characteristic impedance of the parallel connections to the tested sample. The impedance
of the original shunt was too high under higher stress conditions, which risks damage to
the 1 GHz difference probes. A new shunt, shown in Figure 4.7, was designed with a
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small resistance, approximately totaling 1 Ω when including the parallel absorber.

The

resistance of the shunt was small enough to avoid overvoltage problems at the
measurement probe. Also the absorber was developed as a shorted quarter-wave length
of wires that are separated by a strip of conducting carbon fiber and the wires twisted.
The quarter-wavelength was 12.5 cm with respect to the sampling Nyquist frequency of
600 MHz. Bandwidth of the measurement is expected to be approximately 300 MHz.

Tested Sample

Square Pulse Train
Voltage Source

½ Difference Probe
λ/4 Twisted Wire Absorber

Zshunt

50 Ω

Figure 4.7 Connection of the Ultra-High Frequency Shunt to a Tested Sample
Calibration
Calibration must be performed in order to quantify the levels of discharge at the
sample, as compared to the voltages measured at the channels. While the traditional
calibration approach dictates a small standard reference capacitor, the samples are already
at high impedance.

Furthermore, the frequency response of the calibrator must be

adequate for the measure PD at ultra-high frequency. In other words, use of a standard
capacitor is required, but not feasible to get on the order of 1 pF. Instead the standard
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calibrated measurement probes will provide known values for a reference pulse, and from
that characterize the impedance of the measurement system.
The full 3-sample measurement system is shown previously as a SPICE circuit
diagram in Figure 3.1.

The samples and the shunts are sufficient length for the

measurement frequencies, as to require consideration of lossy transmission line
characteristics for these components. This means the calibrator response is complex,
with line reflections, and should not be estimated as a single resistive and capacitive
combination.
While the design of the calibrator is different from a traditional approach of
stepped voltage into a standard capacitor, the final effect is equivalent by design.
Application of a calibrator pulse is shown previously in Figure 3.7, where a common
point exists and separate calibration pulses must be applied to each sample.

The

calibrator circuit shown in Figure 4.8 is used to apply a calibrator pulse to each sample
connection, and monitor calibrator output to verify the output calibrator pulse magnitude.

High Frequency
Pulse Generator
50 Ω

0.01 µF

Sample Common
Sample Select

2.56 Ω
50 Ω

Reference

Figure 4.8 Circuit Diagram of the Calibrator System, with a Reference Connection.
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Shielding System
Noise in the measurement of the prototype should be kept to the lowest possible
value, and the discharge energy on the samples should also be contained. In order to
achieve these goals, a 2-level shielding approach was utilized. The outer cylinder is a
section of aluminum pipe, approximately 75 cm long and 8.5 cm diameter. The internal
copper pipes are grounded directly to the measurement and internally silver plated. The
length of each copper pipe is 75 cm and diameter is 2.5 cm. The twisted samples must be
prepared with the lower hanging end grounded wire extended and looped to keep the
sample in the center of the pipe.
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CHAPTER 5
MEASUREMENTS
Sample Preparation
Samples of dielectric materials used for partial discharge analysis can be prepared
in several ways.

The most critical issue in sample preparation is to avoid adding

“artificial conditions” such as voids or disconnects at dielectric-electrode boundaries.
Such artificial conditions will add noise that appears the same as partial discharge, which
is very difficult to separate from the proper PD measurement.
Some types of sample preparation involve use of raw materials, with expensive
measures intended to provide a solid seal at the dielectric-conductor boundary. Raw
materials such as epoxy can be used with intentional micro-void defects by injecting gas
bubbles into the material. Samples also can be created that attempt to model the physical
characteristics of machine winding insulation. Such samples include conducting bars
wrapped in stress grading materials and coated with semiconducting layers and epoxy.
Samples that model smaller machines include an entire or partial core winding. [10]
A low cost sample configuration shown in Figure 5.1 is simple by comparison.
This configuration is intended for specific study of a dielectric material instead of an
entire device.

Although lower in cost, these samples must be carefully prepared.

Twisted wires must be kept clean, and machine twisted to a specific number of turns with
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a well-defined and consistent tension. Any defects that occur during preparation of the
sample would otherwise introduce undesirable errors into the measured results.

ZS
VS
½ Difference Probe

Zshunt

Figure 5.1 Twisted Pair Sample Test, Coated 14 AWG, 4 Full Twists, 12 lb-in Tension
While samples are good candidates for research, industrial tests for partial
discharge generally requires the test be performed on the entire device. However, the
true meaning of the industrial measurement is not well understood without first taking
measurements directly at the location of the defect. Research into the lowest levels
(simplest sample form) is an on-going topic to this day. [10,29,11,30]
Samples for this study were prepared as shown in Figure 5.1, using the twisted
pair wires. The wires were coated with a heavy build polyimide insulation, NEMA class
MW-16C, with a thermal rating of 240°C. By NEMA standard, 14 AWG wire must be
twisted under a tension force of 12 lb-in, with 4 full twists. Specialized equipment was
used in order to prepare the twisted wire samples. The polyimide insulation was quite
sturdy and resistant to damage imposed by twisting of the wire.
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Measurement System
The full sampling capability of the oscilloscope (10 GS/s) was used to record the
measurements.

The sampling window was chosen to be 1 ms in order to capture

discharge pulses for a pulse train of 10 square voltage pulses at 10 kHz. Once the
measurement was recorded, the results were down-sampled for a center frequency of
600 MHz.

At this frequency the samples were a quarter-wavelength long, with an

estimated characteristic impedance of 56 Ω.

The high frequency shunts were

approximately 1 Ω.
Calibration
The calibrator will apply a pulse of known charge in order to determine the
response of the measurement system. The output of the calibrator, connected by a 43 Ω
termination is shown in Figure 5.2, a Gaussian pulse with a 150 MHz bandwidth.
Practically the response data from calibration is only applicable for this frequency, which
is too low for the estimation of PD in the measurements. Responses of the measurement
shunts shown in Figures 5.3 to 5.5 have an acceptable response at the 150 MHz
bandwidth. The overlay of frequency responses for both channels in Figure 5.4 showed
acceptable match between the channels, when the calibrator pulse is applied at the
common point, sample 2.

The channel distortion is due to imperfectly matched

sample/shunt impedances.

At 500V magnitude square pulse train, the distortion is

presented in Figure 5.6, and at 750V magnitude distortion is presented in Figure 5.7.
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Actual Partial Discharge
The following measurements comparing temperature are with relation to
identification of channel signal portions with respect to wavelet features. There is no
consideration of the reactive nature, as the first designed matching shunts were used and
provided very low distortion.

The estimation of partial discharge magnitudes are

presented with phase-location information provided directly through significant points in
the first detail of a Wavelet decomposition using Daubechies coefficients, order 8.
Increasing number of coefficients presents some degree of smoothing for the first detail,
but some estimation of location is presented.

Samples at Room Temperature
The partial discharge measurements were taken during the application of 750V
magnitude square pulse train, at room temperature, 20°C. One window of 10 pulses
shown in Figure 5.8 has a very low noise level, for good visibility of PD pulses. A total
of 10 measurements, of a 10-pulse window, were taken for the samples. So from the total
measurements at 20°C, 100 cycles of partial discharge measurements were recorded.
Note the occurrence of partial discharge during the front and tail of each square pulse,
which is combined with distortions due to samples and shunts that were not matched.
Figure 5.11 shows a partial discharge pattern at room temperature, 20°C. The
partial discharges occur predominately at lower magnitudes. The location of PD is near
the rising and falling edges of the square pulse voltage. Presence of PD at the rising and
falling edges of the pulse is due to the high slew rate, up to 30 kV/µs or 30 MV/ns. As
the front and tail are on the order of 50 ns compared to the full pulse width of 50 µs, the
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resolution must be increased to see a more detailed pattern. Because of this resolution
issue, the PD pattern is visualized on a non-linear time scale, with focus on the front and
tail of the pulse. In addition to the regions of focus, zero-level shading is added to show
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Figure 5.8 Measurement for 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure 5.9 One Cycle at 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure 5.10 Cycle Front at 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure 5.11 PD Pattern for 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C

Samples at with Heat Injection, 150°C
The same samples were used with heat injected into the shielded region, to
observe the change in partial discharge measurements. The heat was increased up to
150°C, enough to change the partial discharge pattern. Figure 5.12 shows a measurement
from a window of 10 pulses. At this point, the presence of PD is seen more clearly, as
the channel voltages are much larger than room temperature measurement.
In Figure 5.15, the partial discharge pattern at 150°C shows a change from room
temperature, at increasing magnitudes and even a few pulses appearing away from the
rising and falling edges of the square pulse voltage. This material, MW-16 C, a heavy
build polyimide resin, is designated class 240°C insulation. Application of 150°C is
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showing a change in the performance of the insulation. Similar to the room temperature
condition, the pulses appear predominantly on the rising and falling edges of the square
pulse.

However, the magnitude of pulses appearing at the front and tail are now
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increased as compared to the room temperature test.
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Figure 5.12 Measurement for 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 150°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure 5.13 One Cycle at 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 150°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure 5.14 Cycle Front at 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 150°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure 5.15 PD Pattern for 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 150°C
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CHAPTER 6
SIGNAL PROCESSING
Development of Algorithm
In order to develop an algorithm suitable for the separation of measured PD
current from other noise sources, a simulation of PD events was performed.

This

simulation provides a fundamental understanding of the signal processing methods
required for actual measurements.

A simulation of current pulses with a Gaussian

distribution were used to model the single cycle of a square voltage pulse train, and the
current pulse due to a PD event.
The first simulation test cases were performed using Matlab with Taswell’s
WavBox routines, as discussed in the literature review [16]. A cycle from a unipolar
square pulse train was developed using a summation of current pulses centered at the rise
and fall of the unipolar square pulse, as shown in Figure 6.1. The voltage function is
defined in equation 6.1 with the displacement current computed considering a purely
capacitive load as defined by equation 6.2 where the capacitance was defined by
equation 4.5. The dataset was down-sampled to a 50 ns time interval in order to perform
a wavelet decomposition of the entire cycle.
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Figure 6.1 Square Pulse Voltage Applied to a Capacitive Sample, and the Lower
Frequency Wavelets from the Simulated Sample Current
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(6.1)
1

(6.2)

where:
= Sampling time (100 ps),
,

=

= Center of rising and falling edges (50 ns, 100 µs)
= Capacitance of the load (approximately 12 pF)

The next step is to superimpose a single simulated PD event on the sample
current. Figure 6.2 shows the displacement current is much higher than the PD current,
which would result in a high error when attempting to separate a PD current from the
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displacement current.

The wavelet decomposition at full resolution is showing the

presence of a single PD event, but it does not appear in the full-scale view of the sample
current. In a digital measurement system at this sampling rate, the sample size is only
8 bits per sample, leading to an effective “wash-out” of measure PD currents. This effect
can be greatly reduced by using a bridge technique, to reveal the PD current. The
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Figure 6.2 Square Pulse Voltage Front, the Total Simulated Sample Current, and
the High Frequency Wavelets from the Current
The bridge technique employs parallel capacitive samples, and measuring the
difference in current between the samples using low-side resistive shunts. As the samples
will have a close match in impedance at any matched condition, the PD current will
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become more visible, shown in Figure 6.3. Although the samples are a close match, they
are not expected to be an exact match, due to many physical factors such as wire lengths,
irregular wire twists, wire deformation, and impurities in the electrical insulation. This
inexact match will result in a “displacement error” that must be compensated when
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Figure 6.3 Square Pulse Voltage Front, the Simulated Differenced Current
between Samples Showing a Single PD Pulse, Removal of
Displacement Error from Mismatched Samples, and the
High Frequency Wavelets from the Current
A PD current has a broad frequency spectrum, while the displacement error has
narrow frequency spectrum by comparison. Selection of adequate levels in the wavelet
decomposition allows for the separation of the displacement error from the PD current.
In the case of this simulation, eight levels of wavelets were chosen. The displacement
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component is then separated by removing the high frequency details from the low
frequency approximation and merging only the details to find a good localized
approximation of the simulated PD current.

Signal reconstruction using only the

approximation shows the sample displacement error, shown as a dashed line in Figure 6.3
to Figure 6.6.
It should be noted here, that a measured signal will contain noise from various
sources. White noise is present, approximately ½ to ¾ of the least significant bit of the
digitizer. Other noise is present from the reflections due to connections and impedances
that do not match perfectly at the connections and terminations. For these reasons a
simpler low-pass filter approach is not adequate for ultra-high frequencies. Figure 6.4 to
Figure 6.6 also demonstrate cases where the PD events overlap, leading to methods of PD
extraction that require the use of wavelet details.
In Figure 6.4, two PD events on the same sample are overlapped. Each PD event
simulated at approximately 4 ns width, have peaks separated by approximately 2 ns.
Although the peaks are clearly seen in the sample current, the wavelet details are also
showing an increase in PD events due to the increase width of the wavelet detail.
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Figure 6.4 Square Pulse Voltage Front, the Simulated Differenced Current
between Samples Showing a Same-Sample Overlap of PD Pulses,
Removal of Displacement Error from Mismatched Samples, and the
High Frequency Wavelets from the Current
In Figure 6.5, the overlap of two PD events is at 1 ns between peaks. The result is
a distorted pulse, with only a single peak. Similarly, the application of the envelope will
only reveal a single peak, but wider pulse. Integration of this pulse will actually result in
a pulse charge of two PD events, obviously larger than the charge of a single PD event.
Knowledge of the physical test specimens are required to better quantify and count PD
events in this case. With such knowledge, a likelihood of PD magnitude and pulse width
may be derived from the single pulse, to determine the expected number of PD events.
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Figure 6.5 Square Pulse Voltage Front, the Simulated Differenced Current
between Samples Showing a Same-Sample Close Overlap of
PD Pulses, Removal of Displacement from Mismatched Samples, and
the High Frequency Wavelets from the Current
When PD events from different samples overlap as in Figure 6.6, the wavelets
appear very similar to the same-sample overlap case.

However, application of the

envelope will not show a defined peak. Furthermore the full integration of the localized
pulse region will result in a PD magnitude approaching zero. In fact, if the PD events
overlap close enough, the measured PD magnitude becomes zero. In this particular case,
the PD events on the samples must be strongly forced, which is not realistic for an
insulation system that is designed to minimize PD events under normal operating
conditions.
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Figure 6.6 Square Pulse Voltage Front, the Simulated Differenced Current
between Samples Showing a Different-Sample Overlap of PD Pulses,
Removal of Displacement from Mismatched Samples, and the
High Frequency Wavelets from the Current
One more interesting situation involves multiple overlapping PD events (3) as
shown in Figure 6.7.

As before, wavelet details show existence of pulses.

The

integration path will result in a incorrect, low PD magnitude. However, based on a single
PD pulse, it is possible to develop an estimator to determine more appropriate values for
the PD phase location, magnitude, and count.
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Figure 6.7 Square Pulse Voltage Front, the Simulated Differenced Current
between Samples Showing a Multiple Overlap of PD Pulses, Removal
of Displacement from Mismatched Samples, and the High Frequency
Wavelets from the Current
This analysis of the distorting effects of overlapping PD events shows two
important facts about the PD events: the PD events are revealed in significant wavelet
details, and the length of overlapping PD events is shown by the number of consecutive
significant details. It is a worthwhile activity to evaluate overlapped PD events and avoid
incorrect calculation of charge magnitude as if from a single PD event.
When a square pulse voltage is applied to a test sample, the majority of PD events
occur during the rise and fall of the square pulse [19]. There exists a physical property of
the gasses and solid dielectric, where a high enough electrical stress will result in a very
high probability of discharge. In other words, the higher the electrical stress the higher
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probability of overlapping PD events. In this particular instance, the electric stress is
usually beyond the rating of the insulation, accelerating the degradation of the insulation,
resulting in a rapid breakdown of the insulation. As this is an unacceptable operating
condition, it is not the favored condition for study of PD on the electrical insulation.
Before application of other conditions such as high or low temperatures,
occurrence of PD must be minimized to properly balance the study and avoid skewed
results. Even while overlapping PD events will occur in the form of PD at different
physical locations, the errors introduced in these cases will be changed by the
requirements to study accelerated degradation closer to that matching environmental
situations such as temperature and condition of adjacent gasses or liquids.
The time-localization of a PD event is referenced by the cycle from a square pulse
train. In order to phase lock to this cycle reference, the square pulse front must be found,
as shown in Figure 6.8. The square pulse train cycle starts at the “virtual origin” (

. .)

of

the square pulse. This value is determined by extending the line of the “virtual front”
through the t-axis at v(t) = 0. The virtual front is determined by several steps. A
convergence test is performed to find maximum voltage, after the generator voltage
exceeds a threshold value. The threshold is selected as greater than the noise level but
less than the expected 10% of maximum voltage. After converging to a maximum, the
10% maximum and 90% maximum points are determined by iterating from the trigger
point. The line defined by

% , 0.1

·

and

square pulse.
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Figure 6.8 Phase Locking the Virtual Front to the Pulse Generator Using the
10%-90% Region as Defined by the Smoothing of the Measured Square
Pulse Train
Since the voltage monitor is a different measurement path compared to the PD
current measurement difference probes, a time shift exists between the two data sets. The
calibration process is used to find the time shift, so that tv.o. is adjusted appropriately to
the actual virtual origin of the cycle. An impulse injected at the measurement channel
simulates a PD event, and reveals the time shift between the impulse monitor channel and
the sample difference channels.
Implementation of Algorithm
Based on the presented simulated PD event cases, it can be seen that location and
integration path of the PD may be estimated from d2 when an envelope function is
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applied. After phase locking (t=0) to the virtual origin, a loop is performed to record PD
magnitude and location (phase) as shown in Figure 6.9. The algorithm, in a simplified
form, can be extended to interpolate overlapped PD events, based on calibrated maximum
PD magnitude and width. The technique for interpolation of the PD event is much like
popular methods used for anti-aliasing signals and images [31]. The first detail will be
used for this method, which shows good detail, even with order 4 coefficient size.
The two channels are transformed with wavelets and reconstructed back into time
domain for the proper operation of the estimator. For the estimator, the basis is the actual
calibrator pulse, which is applied to PD coefficients shown in Equation 6.3. These PD
coefficients are directly correlated to the physical PD phase location and magnitude.
(6.3)
where
is the estimated channel voltage
is the first order wavelet detail reconstructed discrete-time domain
calibrator pulse response (positive for sample 1 or 3 and negative for sample2).
is the first order wavelet detail reconstructed calibrator pulse response
of a cross-coupled channel (sample 3 for channel 1 and sample 1 for channel 2).
represents the PD coefficients for a channel (sample 1 or 3 for
positive and sample 2 for negative).
represents the cross-coupled PD coefficients for a channel (sample 3
for channel 1 and sample 1 for channel 2).
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This calibrator pulse representing a known charge is used with the 3 sets of PD
coefficients to reconstruct the high frequency signals for the 2 channels. Each channel
has effectively 3 calibrator responses, with both channels sharing the response from a
calibrator applied at sample 2. The coefficients are evaluated considering the causality of
channel measurements. That is, when the first order wavelet detail is significant, look as
the signal points at the time before the detail was encountered. These points in time will
be the solution of a matrix-solver using the calibrator responses, as in equations 6.4 to 6.8
solving for 4 PD coefficients per channel:
,
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(6.5)

(6.6)

,

(6.7)

(6.8)

where
is the calibrator pulse response at channel 1, sample 1.
is the calibrator pulse response at channel 1, sample 2.
is the calibrator pulse response at channel 2, sample 3.
is the calibrator pulse response at channel 2, sample 2.
is the calibrator pulse cross-coupled response at channel 1.
is the calibrator pulse cross-coupled response at channel 2.
is the updated channel measurement, with previous PD removed.
is the coefficient that is applied to sample 1 centered at n.
is the coefficient that is applied to sample 2 centered at n.
is the coefficient that is applied to sample 3 centered at n.
is the coefficient that is applied to sample 2 centered at n.
The number of coefficients to solve is determined by the point where the solution
matrix condition number becomes too large, indicating an ill-conditioned matrix. It is
first necessary to try and solve for all sample 2 PD coefficients. Since there are no
separately measured cross-coupled responses for sample 2, the off-diagonal elements
(

,

) are driven to zero.

The resulting PD coefficients for sample 2 that show

correlation between channel 1 and 2 are most likely sample 2 PD coefficients. Once
these rows and columns are identified for sample 2, the remaining rows and columns are
reassigned for sample 1 and sample 3 responses for the final set of PD coefficients.
Polarity of the pulse is also an important issue, as the SPICE simulations have
shown a polarity inversion between rising and falling edges of the square pulse. A
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structure is filled at each new cycle of the square pulse train; regarding PD coefficients
phase location, magnitude, and polarity. Each cycle-based PD structure is accessed later
for pulse counting and visualization.

These PD coefficients are also used for the

reconstruction and verification of the estimation. After reconstructing the signal, the
wavelet transforms of the recorded channels and the estimations are tested using the
mean integrated square error (MISE).
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Figure 6.9 Flowchart of Algorithm to Find PD Events for Recording
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The phase locking technique shown by flow chart in Figure 6.10 was developed in
Matlab for testing. It should be noted the point of virtual origin,

. .,

is time-shifted

based on calibration data, that shows a time shift between voltage monitor and difference
probes. Also, the 10-90 search technique may not seem optimal, but the intent is the
application of this algorithm with streaming buffers in a pseudo-real-time measurement
system.

Noise in the measurement is reduced using a simple moving average

computation. Number of points in the simple moving average is based on the desired
resolution of PD measurement. For example, if the acquisition system is using a time
interval of 100 ps, and the resolution of PD measurement is 2 ns, the number of points in
the simple moving average is selected as

20.

.

Once the cycle of a square pulse train is phase locked, the wavelet transform is
applied for the location PD events during the cycle. The PD measurements are then
recorded as the commonly known φ-q-n format, using a time shift instead of phase. This
data is then visualized in Matlab using a 3-D waterfall style plot.
Visualization of Measurements
The visualization is achieved with a 3-D waterfall style plot.

For the

measurement of PD occurring during the cycle of a square pulse train, two different
resolutions must be considered. This is due to the fact that most PD events occur near the
front and tail of the square pulse, which is to be considered at a high resolution of 2 ns.
Meanwhile the complete cycle of the square pulse train is 100 µs for a 10 kHz frequency.
This means the visualization of the entire cycle should be at a lower resolution, of 1 µs.
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A lower resolution is required as the shape from an increased resolution that is
compressed into a large time period is difficult to perceive.

The dual-resolution

visualization approach then provides a means to view a PD distribution over the entire
cycle, and then focus on the areas of greatest interest by viewing the PD distributions at
the rise and fall in the cycle of a square pulse train.
A problem exists, regarding the change in resolution. At the highest resolution,
PD events can be counted as expected, as the time localization of the PD event is already
bounded by the highest resolution. At low resolution, there is a problem. A PD event
may be contained with the same time interval as another PD event, while the two events
do not occur at exactly the same time interval. Thus, two approaches are considered: a
summation of PD count, or a summation of PD magnitude. Since the PD events are
already individually counted, it is a natural step to increase total count instead of total
magnitude over the low resolution time interval. Fundamentally, this is a dimensionality
problem. The PD shape will change at different resolutions, until the full dimension of
the shape is realized, which in this case is the practically the time interval of the
measurement.
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Figure 6.10 Flowchart of Algorithm for Phase Locking to the Virtual Origin
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CHAPTER 7
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Measurement and Processing
The signal processing routines were performed in Matlab, with selected routines
provided in the appendix. Additionally, present results are selections from the appendix.
In the interest of time, the 150 MHz response is scaled up to 300 MHz as the actual
measurement system is capable of 1 GHz. The results using the anti-aliasing method for
a “phase-focused” result shows agreement in measured magnitudes compared to previous
measurements with higher-impedance shunts.
Estimation of Partial Discharge
The estimation of high frequency signal based on measurements shows a
surprising close match in the wavelet first detail, shown in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2.
Note the channel measurement, with all frequencies effectively hides the high frequency
details in the measurement. Furthermore, this small distortion would be severe without a
bridge measurement. Finally, the direct correlation of calibrator pulse to high frequency
signal estimation coefficients provides a good estimation of all parameters; pulse phase,
pulse count, and pulse magnitude. While there is some variance in the measurements of
all the cycles, partial discharge patterns and magnitude continue to show expected results
from previous measurements.
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Figure 7.1 Reconstructed Signal from PD Coefficients and Channel 1 Measurements,
Comparison of Wavelet Details, First 3 Levels, Daubechies Size 4,
750V Magnitude Square Pulse Train, 10 kHz
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Figure 7.2 Reconstructed Signal from PD Coefficients and Channel 2 Measurements,
Comparison of Wavelet Details, First 3 Levels, Daubechies Size 4,
750V Magnitude Square Pulse Train, 10 kHz
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Figure 7.3 Reconstructed Signal from PD Coefficients and Channel 1 Measurements,
Comparison of Wavelet Details, First 3 Levels, Daubechies Size 4,
500V Magnitude Square Pulse Train, 10 kHz
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Figure 7.4 Reconstructed Signal from PD Coefficients and Channel 2 Measurements,
Comparison of Wavelet Details, First 3 Levels, Daubechies Size 4,
500V Magnitude Square Pulse Train, 10 kHz
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Partial Discharge Patterns
Before the visualization of a PD pattern can be done, the noise level in the PD
estimation must be determined. This is done by observing PD estimation at a low
voltage, where no PD is expected to occur. This estimation of PD becomes the threshold
for higher voltage measurement. The partial discharge patterns were determined for a
selected voltage below the known PD inception voltage, 500V magnitude, shown for
each of the 3 samples in Figure 7.5 through Figure 7.7. PD inception voltage was then
clearly exceeded for 750V magnitude as shown for each of the three samples in Figure
7.8 through Figure 7.10. It should be noted the PD patterns for each sample are not
exactly the same, but show similar features. A better estimation of PD could be obtained
using a more precise calibration.

Figure 7.5 PD Pattern for Sample 1, 100 Cycles Total, Full Width Square Pulse;
500V Magnitude Square Pulse Train at 10 kHz
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Figure 7.6 PD Pattern for Sample 2, 100 Cycles Total, Full Width Square Pulse;
500V Magnitude Square Pulse Train at 10 kHz

Figure 7.7 PD Pattern for Sample 3, 100 Cycles Total, Full Width Square Pulse;
500V Magnitude Square Pulse Train at 10 kHz
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Figure 7.8 PD Pattern for Sample 1, 100 Cycles Total, Full Width Square Pulse;
750V Magnitude Square Pulse Train at 10 kHz

Figure 7.9 PD Pattern for Sample 2, 100 Cycles Total, Full Width Square Pulse;
750V Magnitude Square Pulse Train at 10 kHz
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Figure 7.10 PD Pattern for Sample 3, 100 Cycles Total, Full Width Square Pulse; 750V
Magnitude Square Pulse Train at 10 kHz

Expected Variance in Results

Phase Locking
The error in phase lock is based on the digital acquisition process. It is important
to select a scale of measurement appropriate to the requirements of the test. As the
maximum magnitude of voltage is specified by the test, selection of the measurement
scale is not difficult. A safe assumption is a measurement scale that is using 7 of the 8
bits in the acquisition data. Figure 7.11 shows the range of possible phase lock error.
Considering a digitizer error at ½ LSB, with the true 10-90 points, equation 7.1 to
equation 7.3 shows the derivation of this error.
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where
%

0.1 · 127;

%

0.1 · 50

;

%

0.9 127

%

0.9 · 50

For the 7 bit case, 50 ns rise time, and 2 ns resolution, the maximum error in
phase lock is estimated in equation 7.4. It may seem the error is reduced by decreasing
the rise time. However, a faster rise time would require an increased resolution, thus
increasing the error again. While this maximum error is a high value, it should be noted
that the 10% and 90% voltages are determined from a simple moving average. This will
reduce the variance in voltage measurement, thus reducing the error in phase lock.
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%

. .

100% ·

. .

(7.4)

24.6%

Time Delay
When a PD pulse appears on a sample, there is a possibility for small change in
the time, based on physical location of the PD occurrence on the sample. However, as
shown in equation 7.5, the propagation delay across a 12.5 cm sample is small. [25]
12.5 cm · √

· 33.35

10

⁄

(7.5)
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This should be considered from the point of view of the pulse detection portion of
the signal processing. Since the detection algorithm is using coefficients of size 4, and
detecting a major signal discontinuity from the first wavelet detail, the pulse is detected
over a range of 8 · ∆ for a resolution of 6.4 ns. In further analysis and visualization,
multiple PD events should be counted together within the domain of this 6.4 ns timeinterval resolution. Thus error due to PD location for polyimide insulation is shown in
equation 7.6. This error may be changed when using a different measurement coupling
technique.
%

100% ·
100% ·

(7.6)
.

10.9%
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Overlapped PD Events
As discussed previously, there is a possibility of overlapping PD events. The
probability of overlapped PD events increases as the applied voltage magnitude far
exceeds the partial discharge inception voltage (PDIV) of the tested sample. In this case,
the possible error is minimized be selecting a test voltage magnitude close to the PDIV.
The other possibility is an overlapped PD event that occurs at a different location and
different sample, but with a short time interval after the preceding PD event. This case is
difficult to mitigate, with the exception of keeping sample sizes small.
While the possible error due to overlapped PD events is difficult to quantify, in
most cases, the overlap can be detected. In the one case, where different samples exhibit
a PD event where the time delay causes an overlap, some cancellation does occur. This
error can be quantified similar to the error due to time delay.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
Related Research
Studies were performed for ultra high frequency bandwidths. However, results
focused on pattern more than magnitude of discharge. In addition, the measurements are
focused on surface discharges without more understanding of the less likely but probable
PD occurrence in the solid dielectric. In past studies that measure partial discharge
magnitude, the measurement was taken for single PD events instead of multiple PD
events.
The foundation is covered in this literature review. From previous studies it is
shown PD can be measured at ultra-wide band frequencies, and advanced signal
processing routines exist for the process to remove noise, identify PD pulses, and identify
the PD pattern. Based on literature review, it is shown the proposed research topic is of
significant interest. Further research will reveal the full requirements for a transition
from instrument prototype to a commercially viable product.
Phase I Prototype
The components were designed and fabricated, or configured in order to
implement a phase I prototype for this research. An understanding of EMC, RF design,
and insulation coordination was required to implement the prototype. Although it was
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not intended to be used beyond an initial series of measurement, it was possible to
perform measurements several times to complete the research. Implementation and use
of the phase I prototype provided the experience required to continue with plans for
implementation of a phase II prototype instrument.
Results from the phase I prototype are in agreement with previously published
research, related to partial discharge measurement with high frequency square pulse train
voltage sources. Proper development and testing of signal processing algorithms and
methods of noise reduction were the most important goals of phase I.
Phase II Prototype
Beyond the scope of the Ph.D. research is development and testing of a phase II
prototype instrument. In phase II, more specialized equipment is required that will
simulate partial discharge waveforms that are applied directly on samples in order to
measure the response of the measurement system. The measurement system will also be
constructed of specialized programmable DSP and ADC components designed to operate
at ultra-high frequency. The algorithms from phase I will be developed into IP cores as a
part of the programmable hardware.
Another important feature of the phase II system is design of a system that uses
industry-standard coupling devices available for partial discharge measurement. These
coupling devices are designed for different styles of connection to industrial power
devices. Also the coupling devices have different frequency responses. Therefore it
should be a goal of the phase II prototype system to automatically adapt to the
appropriate frequency response of the PD measurement probes.
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Original Contribution through Ph.D. Dissertation
Measurement of PD on twisted wire samples using a voltage source wave shape
of a square pulse train, with a rise time less than 50 ns is original work. The technique of
three simultaneous samples and two measurement channels for PD measurement is
original work. The application of a signal processing method using a wavelets-based PD
estimator is an original approach in the PD measurement. Construction of a shielded
environment using metal pipes that allow for convective heat flow on the three samples is
a unique method to study the PD measurement of samples exposed to high temperature.
The development of this PD measurement technique introduces a new area for scientific
study of PD that occurs in electrical insulation under harsh conditions, which was not
possible with industrial standard equipment. Harsh conditions include high frequency
and extreme temperature.
Industry Application
Although this research was applied to a specific hardware configuration and type
of samples, the technique could be used in the testing of machines, transformers, and
insulation systems of high voltage equipment. The type of testing would include on-line
and off-line testing. While the frequency spectrum selected for this research involved a
specific band, a different frequency spectrum could be chosen for a different tested
insulation system.
Development of a phase II prototype would be the first step in the possibility of
industrial application. The phase II prototype should adapt to the frequency response of
the industrial power device and measurement probes. It should be noted the necessity of
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a dual-channel measurement system would require matching probes and near-matching
responses at each probe. Obviously, connection of the calibrator would become the most
difficult task, but it is possible to find appropriate connection points in the industrial
equipment to develop a known response that would be recorded into the PD measurement
instrument, and used on identical industrial power devices through the use of intelligent
pattern recognition algorithms.
Concluding Remarks
The method presented to measure and estimate the PD pattern is in agreement
with SPICE circuit simulation results and with measurement results from previous study
of partial discharge. The areas of interest related to original contribution for this study
include high voltage measurement, signal processing, industrial applications, EMC,
embedded systems, and instrumentation. The research experience gained from this topic
is on the path to development of a phase II prototype instrument. A result of the research
is new areas of study that include electrical insulation, high speed measurement
techniques, and industrial applications.
It is likely that development of an industrial test instrument is possible using the
technique in this study.

As this is a possibility, development of a programmable

hardware Intellectual Property (IP) core would be a next step during the implementation
of a phase II instrument. The phase II instrument would be the fundamental design for a
commercially available instrument.
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In order to generate the square pulse train φ-q-n plot, 10 measurement windows
were required. Each measurement window represented 10 cycles of a 10 kHz square
pulse train.

Since a single cycle is 100 µs in duration, 10 cycles represented a

measurement window duration of 1 ms. Increasing the total measurement period to 10
ms provided an adequate distribution of pulses to show a well defined φ-q-n shape.
Duration of a measurement window was fixed for the oscilloscope used in the study,
requiring a total of 10 measurement windows to reach the 10 ms duration.
The measured waveforms in Figures A.1 to A.10 show the variations on a 20 Ω
shunt when a 10 kHz square pulse train is applied at 750 V magnitude.
measurement was performed at 20°C.
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Figure A.1 Window#1, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure A.2 Window#2, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure A.3 Window#3, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure A.4 Window#4, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure A.5 Window#5, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure A.6 Window#6, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure A.7 Window#7, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure A.8 Window#8, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure A.9 Window#9, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure A.10 Window#10, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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In order to generate the square pulse train φ-q-n plot, 10 measurement windows
were required. Each measurement window represented 10 cycles of a 10 kHz square
pulse train.

Since a single cycle is 100 µs in duration, 10 cycles represented a

measurement window duration of 1 ms. Increasing the total measurement period to 10
ms provided an adequate distribution of pulses to show a well defined φ-q-n shape.
Duration of a measurement window was fixed for the oscilloscope used in the study,
requiring a total of 10 measurement windows to reach the 10 ms duration.
The measured waveforms in Figures B.1 to B.10 show the variations on a 20 Ω
shunt when a 10 kHz square pulse train is applied at 750 V magnitude.
measurement was performed at 150°C.
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Figure B.1 Window#1, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 150°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure B.2 Window#2, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 150°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure B.3 Window#3, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 150°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure B.4 Window#4, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 150°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure B.5 Window#5, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 150°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure B.6 Window#6, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 150°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure B.7 Window#7, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 150°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure B.8 Window#8, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 150°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure B.9 Window#9, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 150°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure B.10 Window#10, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 150°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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In order to generate the square pulse train φ-q-n plot, 10 measurement windows
were required. Each measurement window represented 10 cycles of a 10 kHz square
pulse train.

Since a single cycle is 100 µs in duration, 10 cycles represented a

measurement window duration of 1 ms. Increasing the total measurement period to 10
ms provided an adequate distribution of pulses to show a well defined φ-q-n shape.
Duration of a measurement window was fixed for the oscilloscope used in the study,
requiring a total of 10 measurement windows to reach the 10 ms duration.
The measured waveforms in Figures C.1 to C.10 show the variations on a 1 Ω
shunt when a 10 kHz square pulse train is applied at 750 V magnitude. The measured
waveforms in Figures C.11 to C.20 show the variations on a 1 Ω shunt when a 10 kHz
square pulse train is applied at 750 V magnitude. This measurement was performed at
20°C.
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Figure C.1 Window#1, 500V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.2 Window#2, 500V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.3 Window#3, 500V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.4 Window#4, 500V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.5 Window#5, 500V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.6 Window#6, 500V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.7 Window#7, 500V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.8 Window#8, 500V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.9 Window#9, 500V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.10 Window#10, 500V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.11 Window#1, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.12 Window#2, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.13 Window#3, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.14 Window#4, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.15 Window#5, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.16 Window#6, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.17 Window#7, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.18 Window#8, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.19 Window#9, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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Figure C.20 Window#10, 750V Magnitude, 10 kHz Square Pulse Train, 20°C,
Channel 1 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 1 - Sample 2,
Channel 2 Measured from Difference Probe at Sample 3 - Sample 2
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APPENDIX D
MATLAB ROUTINES USED IN PD DETECTION
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Processing of the measured data was performed using Matlab. Since the PD
measurement data was represented in several values (φ-q-n). Additional values related to
the processed data were be stored, so a structure related to processed PD events was
defined by the routine GetBlankPD. Once PD events are identified they were used in
signal reconstruction routine Simulate.

The routine Detect called the matrix solver

routine GetOverlap in order to identify estimated PD events. After PD events were
detected they were used in signal reconstruction and removed from the original signal for
estimation of the next set of overlapping PD events.
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function [blankPD] = GetBlankPD(obj,N)
% Generate an empty Partial Discharge (PD) event structure, with
% an optional argument for the pre-sizing of the arrays
if (nargin<2)
N = obj.N;
end
blankPD = struct(
'MISE1', 0, 'MISE2', 0,
'Shift', 0,
'Front', 0, 'Width', 0,
'Rise', 0, 'Fall', 0,
'Count', zeros(1,3),
'Pulse', struct(
'Pos', {zeros(1,N),
zeros(1,N),
zeros(1,N)},
'Mag', {zeros(1,N),
zeros(1,N),
zeros(1,N)})
);

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

mean integrated square error
shift a simulated signal
phase-lock locations
rise and fall time intervals
count of overlapped pulses
overlapped pulse structure
position of pulse

relative magnitude of pulse

end
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function [ChOut] = Simulate(obj, PDv, ChIn, thresh, simHF)
% very simple, summation of pulse responses to construct simulated
% signal add on to existing channel and return result, but if ChIn is
% just a number, alloc that number size array to provide result
% there is a shift already in the response data,
% that needs to be removed
ChOut = ChIn;
N = length(ChOut{1});
if (obj.processed)
for channel = 1:2
for sample = 1:3
for k=1:PDv.Count(sample)
ks = PDv.Pulse(sample).Pos(k) + PDv.Shift ...
- obj.Xfer.Shifted;
if (abs(ks) < obj.N)
if (ks<0)
ks = abs(ks);
kd = obj.N - ks;
if (simHF)
ChOut{channel}(1:kd) = ...
ChOut{channel}(1:kd) ...
+ PDv.Pulse(sample).Mag(k) ...
* obj.Xfer.Meas(sample).hCh{channel}(1+ks:obj.N);
else
ChOut{channel}(1:kd) = ...
ChOut{channel}(1:kd) ...
+ PDv.Pulse(sample).Mag(k) ...
* obj.Xfer.Meas(sample).Ch{channel}(1+ks:obj.N);
end
else
kdp = min(obj.N,N-ks);
kd = kdp + ks;
if (simHF)
ChOut{channel}(1+ks:kd) = ...
ChOut{channel}(1+ks:kd) ...
+ PDv.Pulse(sample).Mag(k) ...
* obj.Xfer.Meas(sample).hCh{channel}(1:kdp);
else
ChOut{channel}(1+ks:kd) = ...
ChOut{channel}(1+ks:kd) ...
+ PDv.Pulse(sample).Mag(k) ...
* obj.Xfer.Meas(sample).Ch{channel}(1:kdp);
end
end
end
end
end
if (thresh)
ChOut{channel} = obj.Threshold(ChOut{channel}).';
end
end
end
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function [PDvector Gen Ch1 Ch2] = Detect(obj, DataName, CycleNumber)
% Look for PD in a single cycle of a pulse train measurement file
kshift = 64;
[Gen, Ch1, Ch2, dt, front, width, rise, fall] = ...
obj.LoadMeasurement(DataName,CycleNumber,kshift);
% create PD structure
PDvector = obj.GetBlankPD();
PDvector.Front = front; PDvector.Width = width;
PDvector.Rise = rise;
PDvector.Fall = fall;
% need to "balance" channels
pCh1 = obj.Xfer.X12 * Ch1; pCh2 = obj.Xfer.X21 * Ch2;
% wavelet transform of channel data
wCh1 = obj.GetWavelets(pCh1,1); wCh2 = obj.GetWavelets(pCh2,1);
hfCh1 = obj.GetHF(wCh1,1);
hfCh2 = obj.GetHF(wCh2,1);
% Pull only first detail, and threshold it
f1 = obj.GetFeatures(wCh1,1,true); f2 = obj.GetFeatures(wCh2,1,true);
% Stretch the features to match time-domain intervals
sf1 = obj.StretchFeatures(f1,1);
sf2 = obj.StretchFeatures(f2,1);
hCh = cell(1,2); hCh{1} = hfCh1; hCh{2} = hfCh2;
% Look for non-zero features and process
N = length(Ch1); k = 5; NPulse = 4; PDvector.Shift = kshift;
while (k<N)
% This feature will impact NCoeff time series samples
if ((sf1(k)~=0)||(sf2(k)~=0))
PDv1 = obj.GetOverlap(hCh{1}(k-NPulse+1:k),hCh{2}(k-NPulse+1:k));
% Accumulate new pulses
for sample = 1:3
for l = 1:PDv1.Count(sample)
kk = PDvector.Count(sample) + 1;
PDvector.Count(sample) = kk;
PDvector.Pulse(sample).Pos(kk) = PDv1.Pulse(sample).Pos(l) ...
+ k - NPulse - kshift;
PDvector.Pulse(sample).Mag(kk) = PDv1.Pulse(sample).Mag(l);
end
end
[sCh] = obj.Simulate(PDvector,N,false,true);
% assume up to k was matched well, so cancel it!
hCh{1} = hfCh1 - sCh{1}; hCh{2} = hfCh2 - sCh{2};
end
k = k + 2;
end
% Use wavelet detail to find MISE on each channel
[ChEst] = obj.Simulate(PDvector,N); PDvector.Shift = 0;
w1 = obj.GetWavelets(ChEst{1},1);
w2 = obj.GetWavelets(ChEst{2},1);
e1 = obj.GetFeatures(w1,1,true);
e2 = obj.GetFeatures(w2,1,true);
% actually based on 2dt, so re-scale error determination
PDvector.MISE1 = 2*obj.mise(e1-f1); PDvector.MISE2 = 2*obj.mise(e2-f2);
end
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function [PDv] = GetOverlap(obj,Ch1,Ch2)
% Solve a matrix based on channel discrete time samples
NPulse = length(Ch1); PDv = obj.GetBlankPD(NPulse);
chth = 0.001*max(norm(Ch1),norm(Ch2));
ChTest = zeros(2*NPulse,1); % ChTest is the solution vector
ChTest(1:NPulse,1) = Ch1.'; ChTest(NPulse+1:2*NPulse,1) = Ch2.';
kp = obj.ShiftPulse; % Calibrator pulse peak location
M = zeros(2*NPulse); % Build the matrix based on sample 2 pulse locations
for n=1:NPulse
for m=1:NPulse
% Direct sample 2 pulse to channels 1,2
M(m,n) = obj.Xfer.Meas(2).hCh{1}(kp+m-n);
M(NPulse+m,NPulse+n) = obj.Xfer.Meas(2).hCh{2}(kp+m-n);
end
end
if (cond(M)<100) % If this is an ill-conditioned matrix, just skip the fit
pd = zeros(2*NPulse,1); ChTest2 = ChTest;
for iter=1:100
pdp = M\ChTest2; pd = pd + pdp;
if (max(abs(pdp))<chth); break; end
ChTest2 = ChTest2 - M*pdp;
end
pdN = zeros(1,NPulse);% determine shared (sample 2) coefficients
for k = 1:NPulse
scmp = abs(pd(k)-pd(k+NPulse))/max(abs(pd(k)),abs(pd(k+NPulse)));
if (scmp<0.5); pdN(k) = 0.5*(pd(k)+pd(k+NPulse)); end
pd(k) = pdN(k); pd(k+NPulse) = pdN(k);
end
ChTest = ChTest - M*pd; % remove the shared pulses
for n=1:NPulse % Build the matrix based on sample 1,3 pulse locations
for m=1:NPulse
% Direct sample 1,3 pulses to channels 1,2
M(m,n) = obj.Xfer.Meas(1).hCh{1}(kp+m-n);
M(NPulse+m,NPulse+n) = obj.Xfer.Meas(3).hCh{2}(kp+m-n);
% Cross-coupled pulses to channels
M(m,NPulse+n) = obj.Xfer.Meas(3).hCh{1}(kp+m-n);
M(NPulse+m,n) = obj.Xfer.Meas(1).hCh{2}(kp+m-n);
end
end
pd = zeros(2*NPulse,1);
for iter=1:100
pdp = M\ChTest; pd = pd + pdp;
if (max(abs(pdp))<chth); break; end
ChTest = ChTest - M*pdp;
end
for n=1:NPulse % only add a pulse if coefficient is greater than 10%
if (abs(pdN(n))>0.1)
mp = PDv.Count(2) + 1; PDv.Count(2) = mp;
PDv.Pulse(2).Pos(mp) = n; PDv.Pulse(2).Mag(mp) = pdN(n);
end
if (abs(pd(n))>0.1)
mp = PDv.Count(1) + 1; PDv.Count(1) = mp;
PDv.Pulse(1).Pos(mp) = n; PDv.Pulse(1).Mag(mp) = pd(n);
end
if (abs(pd(n+NPulse))>0.1)
mp = PDv.Count(3) + 1; PDv.Count(3) = mp;
PDv.Pulse(3).Pos(mp) = n; PDv.Pulse(3).Mag(mp) = pd(n+NPulse);
end
end
end
end
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